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SENIOR CLASS DAY SPEAKERS
COMPRISE VERSATILE GROUP
Traditional Program to be Given by Members of 1930 as
Part of Commencement Exercises. Newly Elected
Speakers to Present Interesting Parts June 14.
Among the culminating activities ot
the senior class is its observance of
Class Day to be held this year on June
14. The speakers, who have already
been ehosen, are well suited to their
parts and comprise a versatile group.
Emma Meservey, from Lewiston High,
has, as her part of the program, the
"Class History". Miss Meservey has
worked ably in the "Y" which has benefitted greatly from her efforts. Her
activity in the Women's Politics Club
has been varied and intense, and the
records of the Lambda Alpha and
Alethea show that these organizations
have also benefited by her membership.
Sho is Prof. Gould's assistant in the Department of Government; in her sophomore year she won the ten dollar prize
speaking award.
The Prayer
Livingston Lomas sang his way into
the respect of his hearers with his lyric
tenor voice. In both his freshman and
sophomore years he won first place in
prize speaking. He is a member of the
Choir, Glee and Macfarlane Clubs, but
ho has not confined his interests to music
alone—he is a member of the Der
Deutche Verein and the tennis squad.
Gladys Young, who will give the
"Last Will and Testament," is from
Augusta. During her junior year she
was vice-president of her class. Debating has been her special activity. She
has been a proctor at Cheney House, her
excellence in athletics has won for her a
"B" sweater, she is majoring in English, and she is a meml "r if Aletheri.
Miss Young has recently been elected
Personal Editor on the Mirror Board.
Bangnar Lind
Rangnar Lind, from Auburn, Mass.,
will give the "Address to Fathers and
Mothers.'' He is a member of the Glee
Club. Spofford Club, and has been outstanding with the 4-A players. He has
served on the Y. M. C. A. Board, the
Student had a successful year under his
editorship, and he is now serving as
Dramatic Editor of the Mirror Board,
in track he is a member of the national
championship two-mile relay team.
The '' Address to the Halls and Campus " will be given by Mildred Beckman of Laconia, N. H. She has been
versatile in her activities at Bates. Because of her success in the sophomore
prize debate, she is a member of the Debating Council, and as House Senior she
attended the Student Government meetings. Sho is a " B" girl, and a member of Alethea, the Glee Club, and the
Choir. Economics is her major field of
study; she is an assistant in that department. Her Ivy Day "Toast to the
Men'' was delightful. Her recent portrayal of Sebastian in Twelfth Night"
won commendation. Miss Beckman is
the Debating Editor on the Mirror
Board. Her general scholarship has
achieved for her the Phi Beta Kappa
award.
Pipe Oration
John Manning of Auburn will contribute as his part of the Class Day
program the "Pipe Oration." As president of the Debating Council, he headed
this year's championship debating team.
Ho was an effective goalie throughout
the hockey season. He has been a
member of the Student Council; his
brilliancy as a student won for him the
Phi Beta Kappa honor.
Carl Whittier of Lisbon Falls will be
('lass Marshal. He has been conspicuous
in athletics as a football and baseball
player.
Charles Cushing of Pittsfield, Mass.,
is another versatile student. Y. M.
C. A., Outing Club, Politics Club, Varsity Club. Phil-Hellenic, the Student
Athletic editorship, and other activities
(Continued on Page 3 Column 2)
COMING EVENTS
May 15 Tennis, State Meet at
Brunswick.
May 14 Baseball, Bates vs.
Harvard at Cambridge.
May 15 Track, State Prep.
Schools Meet at Lewiston.
May 15 Baseball, Junior Varsity vs. M. C. I. at Lewiston.
May 15 Musical Clubs at Minot.
May 16
Baseball, Bates vs.
Maine at Lewiston.
May 17 Maine Women's Clubs
Convene on Campus.
May 17 Track, State Meet at
Brunswick.
May 19-20-21 Tennis, N. E. I.
L. T. A. Matches at Boston.
May 20 Baseball, Bates vs.
Colby at Waterville.
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GIVES ADDRESS

RESULTS OF THE PROHIBITION POLL
Total
Men
Women
74*
44
29
Enforcement,
2
30
28
Repeal,
20
58
78
Modification,
*The Faculty vote was negligible.

BATES' CHANCES AT STATE
TRACK MEET ARE FAVORABLE
Maine's Chief Strength Lies in Weight and Sprint Events
Bates Favored in Middle Distances and Broad Jump
Knox, Chapman and Dill, Defending Champions
STRONG ENTRY

SOPH.-FROSH. HOSTILITIES
BREAK OUT ANEW ON CAMPUS
The annual Sophomore banquet held
last night brought to a close, (at least
temporarily) a scries of inter class combats which has occupied the center of
campus interest for several days.
Beginning Saturday night with various skirmishes designed to capture the
class officers and other "marked men",
with tear gas and other means, hostilities flared up to a considerable degree
yesterday afternoon when several
pitched battles were held on campus.
The scene of battle shifted rather
abruptly to Hedge Laboratory in the
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pursuit of a freshman leader, during
which encounter loyal Frosh descried
the class-rooms and joined in the general
fracas. Chemical equipment suffered
more or less as well as the dignity and
patience of the Chem. professors.
As the ardor of the combatants was
beginning to cool the assistant to the
i'resident was drawn, like many others,
to the animated and most unusual
scene. The general impression drawn
from his remarks at the time would
seem to strengthen the opinion that the
swan-song of many of the past weekend 'a activities has already been sung.

Bates Team Takes Bates and Vermont
Valiant Stand vs.
Debaters Clash on
Bowdoin for Loss
Emergence Topic
RAXGXAR LIXD

Women's Clubs
To Hold Annual
Meeting Here
Interesting All-day
Program Arranged
By Committee
OUTDOOR DANCES BY WOMEN
Tlio Bates College campus will be visited by hundreds of club women from all
of Western Maine when the Maine Federation of Women's Clubs session is
held here. May 17. This Campus Day
for the Federation at Bates is a new
feature based on the successful meetings
of the Federation at Orono two seasons.
Miss Annie L. Barr, chairman of this
department, and President Gray have
co-operated in arranging a program
which will have a wide appeal and will
attract many women outside the federated clubs to this new contact between the clubwomen and the college.
Morning, afternoon, and evening programs have been planned in which
President Gray, Prof. Robert E. Rogers,
assistant in the department of English
at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, and several Bates College professors will take important parts. The
morning session will be opened with an
organ recital by Professor Seldon T.
Crafts, and the Bates Women's Glee
Club will give several numbers.
Dr. Edwin M. Wright, head of the
English department, will speak on '' The
Eternal Feminine in Literature", drawing from the background of literature
women who have won the praise of men.
His talk will include Delilah. Pandora,
and women from Shakespeare, Hardy,
and women from the modern world.
Prof. Robert G. Berkelmann will use
for his theme. "Futurist Literature",
and «'ill show the parallel between ultramodern painting, verse, and prose, speaking of synchronism, the conveyance of
thought and emotion through colors.
He will use as examples in the field of
prose, Gertrude Stein. Waldo Frank, and
James Joyce. Writers of verse he will
mention are Edith Sitwell, E. E. Cummings. and Hart Crane.
Prof. Blanche T. Gilbert will speak on
"Maurois and the Xew Biography".
Tho afternoon program will include as
chief speaker Prof. Rogers, whose original views have put him in the limelight lately and are of interest to everybody. He will talk on present day subjects. Also, a series of symbolic dances
under the direction of Miss Constance
James will be presented outdoors by the
Bates women. The dances will represent Beleaguered England. Chivalric
England, Merry England, England in
Turmoil, and Romantic England.

Garnet Leads Two-One
For Seven Innings
Tho Garnet baseball team maintained
a two to one lead over Bowdoin, for
seven Innings, llonday afternoon, on
Whittier Field, only to wobble in the
eighth and allow Ben Houser's crew to
sew up the affair with eight runs.
After both teams had scored once each
in the first. Bates by virtue of Bornstein 's walk, sacrifices by Rhuland and
Berry, and a double by Cascadden. and
Bowdoin on Ricker's hit, a stolen base,
and Dwyer's single, the game settled
into a pitchers' battle, with Donham
having a slight edge on Souther. The
freshman twirler tried to win his own
game in the fifth, scoring Heddericg
with a sharp single after the former had
hit and advanced on Luce's sacrifice, to
give the Garnet a one run lead.
That one run loomed larger and
larger until the eighth. Then Donham
got himself into a hole by allowing Whittier to hit safely, after which he went
to second on Dwyer's sacrifice and the
Bates team went to pieces. Before the
smoke cleared tho infield had done some
erratic throwing, Ricker and Souther had
poled out a couple of one base clouts,
Whittier had collected his second binglo
of the innuig. and seven runs trickled
across the pan for the Polar Bear.
Morey 's men tried to come back in
the ninth, but Flynn's walk was wasted
when Heddericg nearly hit into a double
play, barely reaching first on a fielder's
choice. Luco's hit was to no avail, as
Coulter hit to the second baseman to
end the inning.

STUDENT BODY
ELECTS OFFICERS
A student assembly was held Thursday morning in the chapel for the purpose of electing the new directors of
the Outing Club, and the new officers
of the Athletic Council.
Xorris Marston, '31, presided, and
introduced C. Rogers Lord, '31, chairman of the Chase Hall Committee.
Lord outlined the plans for the improvement of Chase Hall, after giving a
brief history of the much-used building on campus.
"Some of the improvements", he
said, "which it is hoped can be made
soon are as follows: the reupholstering
of the furniture in the main auditorium,
a new floor for dancing and a processed
rubber-tile floor for the pool room, and
pool and billiard tables".
The elections for Outing Club directors resulted in the following:
From the Class of 1931
Benjamin Chick, Xorris Marston,
Samuel Kenison, Russell Chapman, John
Fuller, Carl Garcelon. C. Rogers Lord.
Dorothy Stiles. Harriet Manser. Mildred
Healey.
From the Class of 1932
Peter Valicenti, Ralph Long, Xorman
Whitten, Clinton Dill. Robert Carter,
Dorothv Meader, Julia Brigijs.
From the Class of 1933
Arnold Adams, Carleton Adams. Paul
Carpenter, Kenneth Wood, Rosamond
Melcher.

Greenleaf, Treworgy, and
White Compose Team.
Use Court System.
Bates and the University of Vermont
i'l T( new their forensic rivalry in their
third annual clash at Burlington, May
21. As in previous Bates-University
of Vermont debates, the Oregon system
of debate which closely parallels courtroom procedure will be used.
Contrary to their previous practice,
the Bates' team will uphold the affirmative of the question Resolved, that the
emergence of women from the home is
deplorable. Scott Treworgy, '31 as the
witness will present the affirmative case.
Clayton White, '30 will cross-examine
the negative witness. The affirmative
plea will be made by Harrison Greenleaf, '32.
This will be White's last appearance
in intercollegiate debating. He has
been an important and valuable member of the Debating Council for several
years. Treworgy was a member of the
team which met Marquette last year.
Greenleaf will speak in a varsity debate
for the first time. He was a prominent
debater while at Edward Little and won
the individual prize in lone of the
Sophomore debates this year.

LIBRARY TERRACE
TO BE SCENE OF
PLAY "IPHIGENIA"
CLASSICAL DANCING AND MUSIC
BY PROMINENT SENIORS TO
BE INCLUDED IN DRAMA
The Senior Class will present
"Iphigenia in Taurus" on June 14th as
its annual Greek Play.
The Greek Play introduced seventeen
years ago has always been a feature
event of Commencement Week. The
piny includes only members of the
Senior Class and is presented on the
terrace in front of the Library; the
Corinthian pillars, the velvety green
carpet of grass, and clumps of shrubbery
make an attractive natural stage for
the colorful drama.
Prelude.
Dorothy Small
Tphigenia,
Beth Clark
Athena,
Dorothy TIanscom
Orestes,
Sam Gould
Pylades,
Rangnar Lind
Thoas.
Harris Howe
Leader of Chorus,
Lillian Hill
Herdsman,
Romeo Houle
Messenger,
Charles Cushing
Chorus: Aurie Raich, Louise Bassett. Louise Bixby. Josephine LaChance,
Althea Foster, Dorothy Hanson. Xatalie
nutchins, Catherine Xichols, Ruth
Shaw, Cecil Veilleux.
Dancers: Muriel Beckman. Mildred
Beckman,
Dorothy Burdett, Helen
Geary, Dorothy Haskell, Fanny Levin,
Xorman Merrill. Beulah Page. Bernice
Parsons, Marv Roche, Mildred Tourtillot.
Accompanist,
Ona Leadbetter
All the leading characters have been
prominent members of this class and
most of them active participants of 4A
Club. Professor Robinson will coach
the play and Miss James will assist him
with the dancing.

'BILLY" KXOX,

'32

Combined Spofford
MacFarlane Club
Program a Success
Play Written by Fuller '31
And Musical Clubs
Feature Program
A one-act play by John L. Fuller,
'31, was one of the features of the combined program of dramatics and music
given in the Little Theatre last Friday
evening by the Spofford and Macfarlane
clubs for the purpose of raising funds
to finance the song contest which the
clubs are organizing.
Fuller's play, '' Vengeance,'' of the
horror type, is" rich in dramatic quality,
follows logically and intensely to the
climax and the conclusion, and holds the
audience by its strong element of suspense.
The Plot
Sir Edward, plaVed in his usual trueto-the -character manner by Martin
Saner, outstanding character of the 4A
I'layers, has collected in his dining room
four men, outwardly persons of quality
but privately gentlemen criminals. Sir
Edward is friendly at the beginning of
the play, and his four guests, Carson,
the American, played by William Dunham, '32; Smith, the Englishman, played
by Rangnar Lind, '30, who gave the
part the necessary touch of Anglo-Saxon
finesse and dignity; Poiccant, the
Frenchman, played by Randolph Weatherbee. '32. in disguise, who imparted
his character the correct pitch of emotion that author intended for it; and
ITerr Grohman, the German, played by
John Fuller himself, are at their ease.
The Sir Edward arises, his tone becomes onimous, and his features and
actions take on a grim expression of
hate and vengeance. His guests sit appalled, bewildered by the change in
manner. Then Sir Edward tells them
that in 1913 his son was brutally murdered, that he has found the murderer,
and that the murderer is sitting at the
table with him. They are in the act
of pledging a toast when Sir Edward
makes this known, and he stops them as
they touch the glasses to their lips.
There he tells them that he knows
who the guilty man is, and that the glass
of the guilty man is poisoned. Those
who are innocent need not fear, he tells
them. Then he draws a revolver and
commands them to drink.
They hesitate. Sir Edward withdraws
from the room and gives them time to
talk the matter over. Poiccant breaks
down, Herr Grohman and Carson accuse
him of the murder. Smith holds quietly
aloof. Then Sir Edward Teturns.
(Continued on Page 4 Colnmn 6)

At the 34th annual State Track Meet
to be held Saturday, May 17th at
Brunswick, the four Maine colleges will
compete for the State title won for the
past two years by the University of
Maine.
The events in the forenoon include
trial heats in the quarter, 120 yard high
hurdles, 220 yard low hurdles and 220
yard dash, as" well as trials in the field
events.
In the dashes Bates is betting on
Billy Knox, winner of three first places
in the Xew Hampshire meet and defending champion of last year's century, to
nose out at least one first and to place
well up in the other dash. Stymest and
White of Maine, Martin of Colby, and
Johnson of Bowdoin are the strongest
contenders from the other colleges.
Chapman in Quarter
Russell Chapman, captain of the Bates
team, seems to have very little to worry
about in the quarter. This is a new
distance for him this year, but his times
in the Central Y and the Xew Hampshire Meets, even though he was disqualified last Saturday, prove that other
440-men in the State will not touch him.
Tolman of Maine, and Foster and
Thistlewaite of Bowdoin should fight it
out for the remaining points.
The half presents but a slight
problem. It looks like a clean sweep
for the Garnet, with the Xational TwoMile Championship Relay Team all entered in the event. Rags Lind, the
fresh man in the race will probably win,
with Osie Chapman, the State recordholder. Wnllr Vile*. Xorm Cole, on*1
John Rnddington drawing lots to see
which will take second and third.
Viles Favored in Half
The mile presents the feature race
of the afternoon, providing that
Lindsay, last year's winner is entered.
The Bates fans are sure that Viles will
win whether the Maine star runs or
not. Wen Hayes, who made such good
time in winning the mile in the Xew
Hampshire Meet, will surely take third,
and some predict that he will even
come in ahead of Lindsay. Brooks,
another Maine runner, will also bear
watching.
Whitten Strong Entry
Another champion is scheduled to go
down to defeat on Saturday, when Xorm
Whitten. who last week bettered the
State record with a 9.43.3 two-mile, is
pitted against Harry Richardson of
Maine. The possible entrance of Lindsay in this event may upset the dope.
Biick Jones and Clements of Colby are
possible contenders, but do not stand
much of a chance to beat Gunning of
Maine out for third position.
In the hurdles, Bates has Stan Fisher,
Sam Kilbourne, and Dana Williams, but
with such men as Fletcher of Colby,
I.ufkin of Maine, and McLaughlin,
Jenkins, and Stanwood of Bowdoin,
Fisher will probably be the only point
scorer for the Garnet. All in all, it
looks as though Bowdoin would clean
up more points in these events than any
of the other colleges.
Maine should have no trouble in making a clean sweep in the high jump.
The other teams can offer very little
competition for such men as O'Connor,
last year's winner, Cuozzo, Chase, and
Burnham.
Strong in Broad Jump
The broad jump looks a little more
promising. In fact it is confidently
maintained on the Lewiston campus
that Chad Knowlton and Billy Knox
will be fighting it out for first and
second places. However, O'Connor, tho
(Continued on page 4, colnmn 3)

IVY HOP NOTICE
Reservations for Ivy Hop are now
being made. There still remains about
ten and if any one wishes these he
should apply to Harry Green or Samuel
Kenison sometime this week.
The music is to be furnished by
Hood's Merrymakers of Portland.
The Order of Dances is as follows:
1 Foxtrot
2 Foxtrot
3 Waltz
4 Foxtrot
5 Foxtrot
6 Waltz
Intermission
7 Foxtrot
8 Foxtrot
9 Waltz
10 Foxtrot
11 Foxtrot
12 Waltz
1st Extra Foxtrot
2nd Extra Foxtrot
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WHY INITIATE THE FRESHMAN?
Within a very few weeks the men of
the Class of 1933 and the Student Council will have nominated and elected to
membership in the Garnet Key Society
those men whom they feel will be best
suited, for one reason or another, to
conduct the annual initiation of the
freshman class. We should like to ask
the class and the Student Council to
consider seriously, before any further
action is taken, the desirability and
wisdom of having freshman initiation in
tho first place. Should this custom be
continued? If a tradition or a policy
cannot show enough advantages to outweigh its disadvantages, it should be
dropped.
Such, we believe, is the case with the
freshman initiation as it has been conducted at Bates. Two weeks ago the
Inquiring Reporter obtained several
opinions on this matter. The majority
of tho opinions favored the abolition of
the general policy of our initiation; all
favored some change in the present system. The reason for this is obvious.
When one is filled with a superabundance
of "ye oldc college spirite'', he recalls
with smiles all the hell he raised during freshman initiation; but whenever
ho considers the matter seriously, he
realizes that he would have been just as
well off, and others might have been better off if all the foolishness had not
occurred. In an attempt to justify the
practice, it is claimed that it will make
a man of the freshman and that it will
teach him that he is not so good as he
thinks he is. But to make a man of a
freshman, is it necessary to make a fool
of him? How many freshmen come to
college with the idea that they are lord
of everything? And of those that do,
can you think of more than one or two
who are any different when the initiation
period has ended? Is it not true that
most of the '' fun'' is had at the expense of those who are so meek as not
to need it at all?
This, it must be admitted, is a deplorable situation, but it is not the only
objection that can be registered. On
what grounds can one justify the fact,
that some freshmen flunk out because of
time taken from their studies, and that
sometimes a freshman voluntarily leaves
school because he "can't stand the
gaff"? We may say that if a man
can't stand a little thing like the initiation, we don't want him for a Bates
man. But can we deny a man his right
to come to Bates simply because his
temperament may differ from ours, may
seem "queer" to us? It amounts to
practically that. Can the hard feeling
which grows up between members of the
two classes be justified? Can the danger from physical injury be compensated by other advantages? It may be
argued that bodily injury is no longer
inflicted, but we have not forgotten the
incident of last fall when one freshman,
simply because he didn't "understand",
almost turned . the initiation into a
tragedy.
All these charges are brought against
freshman initiation, and few weighty
arguments can be brought up in favor
of it. It is true that improvements
have been made. Giving the Student
Council the final control in the activities
helped to do away with some of the
dangers. The formation of the Garnet
Key Society took part of the burden
from the shoulders of the president of
the sophomore class. But we are asking one further step. Abolish all of
this foolish, unnecessary "initiation
stuff", and give the freshmen some sensible introduction into college. If class
solidarity is desired, let them wear the
freshman caps, let us have the freshmansophomore baseball game and tug of

Before the college students, with a
fine distinction between the prosaic and
the poetical, called the hill with the
jagged crest Mount David, the members
Because of the false impressions creof the community knew it as Davis
ated, the students and faculty of CarMountain. The knoll is a source of
son-Newman College, Tennessee, have
memory to the alumni; they extemporize
decided that the name under which their
it in song and in poetry. No one who,
representative teams have battled for
from the summit, has seen the campus
forty years should be changed. Now,
buildings submerged in the green of
instead of Fighting Parsons, they're the
summer or in the more bizarre flare of
Fighting Eagles—sort of pacifyi "8
autumn's multi-color, can forget it.
Gladvs Underwood, '31
religion!
It was in the fall of 1862 that George
A." Smoking is really a personal matter but I don't think the rule needs Colby Chase climbed Mount David from
And good behavior getteth its due
Main Street, and saw for the first time
consideration at present.
reward! Freshman co-eds at Dickinson much
B. The rule should be modified so the site of the future Bates College.
College, if obedient enough at the start. that girls might dance at approved eat- Lewiston then was a town of eight thouare "let off" from the oppressions laid ing places with their escorts. Some col- sand Yankee inhabitants, and the colupon them the first few weeks. But if lege officer, perhaps the dean, should lege had not yet been chartered.
not—beware I
•' Climbing Mount David, a rocky
have the power of giving permission on
special occasions. Glee Club concerts knoll which rises at the edge of the camWell, well, well! We're in the movies and grange entertainments are examples pus, he looked down upon the two brick
now! Sure an' if the Paramount isn't of what I mean by special occasions. buildings now known as Parker Hall
sending his news reel men all the way Then there are times when some society, and Hathorn Hall. To the shy counto Orono so that the whole world may such as the Phil-Hellenic, is asked to a try lad, his heart kindling with dreams
see how Maine sings its own song— special ball. In cases of this sort the and aspirations, it was a wondrous vissome hope being held that the 15-cent rule makes an uncomfortable situation, ion. The two unpretentious structures
records aren't too wrong. And Paul both for the co-eds and for those who embodied for him all that Oxford and
Whiteman makes a new arrangement have invited them.
Cambridge with their storied halls mean
(guess he didn't like Rudy's) and
to an English youth, and he solemnly
they're computing the number of sales Beulah Page, '30
vowed that he would do his utmost to
of the piece and kind of conclude that
A The rule should be kept as it is. profit by all that the seminary could
it's going to beat all previous records;
B. I favor allowing co-eds to dance offer him ..."
and. best of all, they made a mistake at class affairs and at approved eating
"Although so recently founded, the
in Portland and played it too near the places.
seminary had already become popular
court room where some drunks were getand some three hundred young people
ting the hook. My, my, my! (Just see Margaret Harmon, '31
were enrolled in its classes. ... At
all the free publicity here.)
A. Smoking ought to be considered the head of the institution was the Revas a matter of taste, not of right and erend Oren B. . Cheney, a graduate of
Students at Mass. Aggies are more or wrong. I don't think the girls should Dartmouth. ... He was a man of
less '' het up'' about a clause included smoke on the street or in parked cars. striking appearance, tall, erect, and
in the rules recently rehashed and But I do think they should be allowed handsome . . ."
Parker Hall
"redrawnup" about their dances, the to smoke in the dorms or in restaurant
"Life there was simple. Parker Hall.
clause being one that women's dressing booths if they wish.
rooms at frat dances shall, whenever
B. Dancing should be permitted at a long brick building absolutely without
possible, bo on the first floor, and in any the restaurants, on Glee Club trips and architectural pretensions, was the dormicase that other rooms over the house other college or semi-college affairs. tory. One-half was set apart for the
shall not be open to the women. The The dean or some other college or stu- young men and the other for the young
men claim that an insult to their moral dent government officer should have the women, with a thick brick wall between.
behavior, and also believe that it is power of giving permission for special In a great hall in the basement extendespecially unfair and undesirable in that affairs at the Armory and other dance ing most of the length of the building
it takes away the '' open house'' priv- halls. This would allow the girls to at- was the dining-room where boys and
ilege, and the fun (?) of cleaning up tend some off-campus functions and yet girls met about the tables at which the
for the girl friend. All of which has keep them away from places like the instructors presided. Hathorn Hall, the
its possibilities.
other building, was a structure of real
Beacon.
dignity, somewhat in the style of the
country courthouse of those days with
A rather extensive survey of the pub- Ifebecca Carter. '33
A. I don't like the wording of the a columned portico and a graceful
licity problem throughout the colleges
and universities in the country has been rule. It seems to me that college people belfry ..."
The Campus
made recently by the Brown Daily Her- are old enough not to be "absolutely
'' The surroundings bore witness to
ald. Three outstanding schemes of forbidden" to do certain things. As
Press Clubs are revealed: (1) the per- for smoking, that ought to be up to the newness of the community and
manent hired staff that assembles news the girl. However, I think that coeds school. The location of the seminary
items and then sees that they are dis- ought not to be allowed to smoke in was well outside the residential portion
of Lewiston and about it there were only
tributed through various papers; (2) an public.
B. The dancing rule should be mod- scattered farmhouses. Stump fences
association of State editors who align
the editorial opinion of the State on ified so that the girls can dance at the bordered the country roads nearby, :tnd
the side of the university (a more or restaurants and on Glee Club trips. the twenty-acre campus was a recently
less purely Western plan); and (3) the Dancing at the restaurants should be cleared tract still encumbered with large
undergraduate group who work under a restricted to the ordinary dining hours. stumps and with a marshy pond at its
lowest hollow."
faculty supervisor. This latter seems to
The Rules
be the one meeting with greatest favor Kate Hall, '32
'' Young men and young women were
A. The smoking rule is all right as
in the East.
supposed to be rigidly segregated except
it is.
B. The dancing regulations should as they met at recitations, meals, religThe senior class a t Middlebury
recently presented a senior cane to their be made more flexible to cover special ious exercises, or the simple social func"Prexy" in token of good will. This occasions. Glee Club trips, etc., and tions whae the instructors served as
is the first time in many years that such should also permit dancing with one's uhaperones. The effective enforcement
a presentation has taken place at the escort during dining hours at the of the rules, however, because of the
fewness of the instructors and their
Vermont campus—who's on the good restaurants.
manifold duties, was left to the honor
side, Prexy or '30?
of the students themselves. /The charDeborah Thompson, '33
A. To change this rule would be go- acter of the boys and girls is indicated
The playing of '' Clarissima'' at nine
by the fact that with all the freedom
o'clock sharp by all tho orchestras at ing contrary to Bates traditions. Bates of their life no scandal ever develall the frat houses was the official start- has established a reputation for whole- oped." . . .
off for dancing at B. U. Open House some conservatism which should b e
Seminary Life
Night not so long ago. Off to a good maintained. The few who may be afGeorge Chase was soon diligently prefected by the present rule seem able to
start, anyway.
adjust themselves to it. If the rule paring his lessons; actively participating
in tho literary and debating activities;
And the B. U. School of Theology be- wero changed, a number of girls might but looking on shyly at the social gathstart
the
habit
just
to
be
in
with
the
lieves in good starts, too. They recently
erings. Because of his limited means—
held a baby day for the offspring of crowd.
B. It would seem reasonable to allow "his sustenance at these times confaculty and students at the school. The the girls to dance at the restaurants with sisted almost wholly of crackers and
prediction was that one prize might go
escorts. Someone should be able milk"... It was during these latto the loudest squawker—prospective their
to give permission for certain outside ter years of his seminary course that he
parson, by any chance?
functions. In such cases, when pos- made the acquaintance of the young
sible, the permission should be obtained woman who was to become his wife.
We just can't seem to get away from beforehand. If, however, on a club trip Emma Millett was the daughter of a
this drink question, especially when it or something of that sort, the question well-to-do farmer of Norway." . . .
Bates College '
comes to beer. Dean Mendell of Yale should come up, the chaperones should
"Accordingly, in 1863 from the sturecently made the statement that in his bo allowed to settle it.
dents graduating that year from the
opinion no one but a fanatic dry would
seminary was organized the first freshquestion tho true value of the old beer Bernice Parsons, '30
garden, and recommended its return in
A. Bates' girls are considered dis- man class of Bates College, and the next
that it mado a friendly place for stu- tinctive in this regard. The rule has year a charter was obtained from the
dents to gather and promoted especially given the college an air of wholesome- legislature. . . . The charter provided
the group singing that used to be so ness which Wellesley and Vassar with for a coeducational school open to young
popular and so good ( . . . liquid their smoking rooms cannot attain.
men and women on the same terms.
voices . . .). Therefore, a petition
B. The dancing rules should fit such Such institutions were already in existsigned by the students for a Hof-Brau occasions as arise when a society is ence in the West, but in New England
to replace the college cafeteria—but a asked to a formal ball or reception. they were unknown, and even the idea
sort of child of futile prayer was that Otherwise, we'll continue to have more of separate colleges for women was viopetition. Anyway, students seem to like situations like the recent one which con- lently opposed. It was not until 1875
heir beer and want it, so
.
fronted the Phil-Hellenic Club. Danc- that Wellesley was opened as the first
ing at the restaurants with one's escort college for women in New England."
"It must be confessed, indeed, that
And another petition of recent interest seems a reasonable privilege for Bates'
the provision of the charter admitted
is the one signed by the senior class of i'o-eds.
women on the same terms with men was
'ttawa U. asking that they be excused
not viewed favorably by the officers of
rom finals this spring. They didn't Frances Cronin, '32
et it.
A. I'm opposed to the rule on gen- ho college during the early years and
was in danger of becoming a dead leteral principles.
B. It seems as" though the rule could •er. Several talented young women—
Tho music clubs of the U. of Vermont
recently presented two operas, Gluck's be modified in regard to dinner dancing. among them Emma Millett, who later
became the wife of President Chase—.ett• Orpheus'' and the very different tj-pe.
rolled as members of the first freshman
Trial by Jury", one of Gilbert and
Sullivan's comic operas. This was a
Cleveland, Ohio—(IP)—Cecil Collins, class, but before the end of the year
they were asked to withdraw. Several
•ather ambitious attempt, it would ap- fifteen-year-old pupil at Lincoln Junior
pear, to be met with considerable ap- High School here, has filed suit in com- years passed before Mary Mitchell enproval, although some threw bouquets mon pleas court against A. Blair Mit- tered Bates and continued her course to
that weren 't so nice at the newspaper chell, his mechanical drawing teacher, graduation, and for twenty-five years
post mortems. At least, the casts charging that his teacher permanently after the founding of the institution the
weren't afraid to work—more power to injured him in a scuffle which followed voung women in attendance were
few. ..."
an argument between the two.
you, musicians!
by SYLVIA NUTE

BUSINESS MANAGER
Nevel W. Huff. '31
(Tel. 83363)

war. But let us follow the lead of the
more advanced colleges and cut out the
•kid tricks".
It would indeed be difficult for the
(lass of 1933 to abolish the initiation.
Each sophomore class has had the right
to initiate the freshmen for a number
of years. Whether or not it is an
inalienable right remains to be seen. To
all appearances freshman initiation is
losing ground every year. We predict,
and our prediction may be better than
our persuasion, that if some class does
not soon give up this right, the Student
Council will, and that if neither body
takes any action, before a great many
years have passed the administration
will abolish it. Here is a chance for
1933 to make a name for itself by
bringing Bates College in line with the
more advanced colleges of the country.
MORE MONEY FOR MUSIC
The Spofford and Macfarlane Clubs
now announce their contest for a song
for Bates. It is a bit late, but any
effort along the line of encouraging the
creation of another song in time for
next fall's football season, can only be
commended. This, in addition to the
prizes offered by the Alumni Association,
should be enough incentive for anyone
to spend some time in thought and ex
periment in order that Bates may boast
a song as good as the best.
THE FRESHMAN RULING
Amid the excitement and demonstration of approval and disapproval which
have attended the announcement of the
ruling of the Athletic Council barring
all Freshmen from Intercollegiate competition, we wish to add our slight influence to the side of those who favor
the rule.
In a last week's editorial entitled
Spring Football, we noted the modernization of our athletic policy. Here is
a step of even greater importance.
Undoubtedly there is some weight in
the argument that if this is a forward
move, it is one which Bates, because of
its size, cannot as yet afford to make.
Those who claim that this ruling kills
the only chance that Bates had of winning the State Track Meet this year,
may prove to be prophets of all too high
a calibre. But we look farther ahead
than this year's or the next year's
State Meet. This is what the Athletic
Council has done, and they have based
their decision upon the theory that if
a freshman cannot win a point in the
State Meet, no great damage is done
in barring him from the competition;
while if he is good enough to place in
his freshman year, there is a chance,
which should not be destroyed, that he
may bring the name of Bates into prominence in the Nationals or the IC4A 's
which would be of more importance than
a point or two in the State Meet.
We certainly wish to whole-heartedly
commend the action taken by the
Athletic Council.

LET'S RESURRECT THE BOBCAT
A glance over the 1928 Mirrow shows
us a picture of those solemn editors
who were forced to bury the Bobcat,
and underneath was expressed the hope
that some day in the far distant future
the Bobcat would be resurrected. The
circumstances surrounding its demise
are not entirely clear, but if the difficulties are removed, there is no reason
why some group of energetic young
men and women should not reintroduce
the comic publication of Bates College.
The Student will be willing to lend all
the assistance possible to any endeavor
to bring back to life the cat which has
been dead for three years.

The annual Frosh-Soph skirmishes arc
on and probably by the time this goes
to press the annual feast will be a thing
of the past (we say probably). The
first signs of open hostilities were evidenced last Saturday evening when diabolical plans were laid by the Frosh
cohorts to capture the Soph prexy
(blond) and whisk him away so that his
classmates could cut some _ classes to
search for him. Their prowlings around
the local residence where their prey was
esconced for the evening attracted the
attention of the head of the house who
summoned the local John Laws. The
second year executive also phoned his
loyal supporters in the Monkery and the
whole congregation met in front of said
residence.
After a few fierce looks and inspiring
words from both contingents legal persuasion sent the would-be combatants
homeward.
There are some who deny that official
help was summoned, and say that the
attention of the city officers was attracted by the dark prowlings, and thus,
Q. E. D., several plain clothes men and
several more officers in blue were sent
on tho double-quick. The tale looks
queer from this angle.

• • *

Armed with tear gas, East Parker's
vender proceeded to do his full share of
disciplining the Frosh Sunday night, and
continued with full force until some of
the gas supply escaped from its container in the owner's vest pocket and
administered a rather potent dose to
that individual who. with chewing gags
and shedding copious tears, passed a
rather exciting evening.

» * »

Lee's blond hope did intensive involuntary training for the State meet the
past week-end under rigid if not expert
guidance from first year coaches. His
work out consisted of prolonged crosscountry jaunts, wrist exercises and
sprint, work conducted in the form of a
game of hide-and-seek. A novel training stunt even if not exactly conducive
to departmental co-operation.
* * *
.
I .
"A house divided against itself . . .." etc., was chanted by the
"powers that be" as they very effectively reapportioned. segregated, and isolated the congenial inmates of Cheney
to the far corners of the campus. Perhaps Prexy's household will get some
sleep hereafter.

OPEN

fORUM^
Dear Sir:
Those who argue in favor of SophFreshman rivalry certainly cannot find
much favorable in the events of the past
few days. Which class is most to
blame is not exactly at point, but a
few incidents will show that something
is wrong.
On Sunday night one of the best
track men in college was kidnapped by
freshmen, carried away and held until
late on Monday. As a result a man
who Saturday eclipsed a State record
loses a night of sleep, and is somewhat
banged up with the State meet less than
a week away. Certainly it seems that
the combatants should consider a likely
five points in the meet worth more than
childish class pride. This heedlessness
seems a sort of disloyalty to the college
as a whole.
On tho other hand, the freshman dorm
was permeated with tear gas. Several
freshmen and sophomores were beaten
up for the sake of proving class superiority. Bad feelings cannot help being
formed and may not easily be erased.
The kidnapping of a varsity athlete
may be considered solely as the doing
of a few irresponsibles who have not
yet learned to give up a little personal
grudge to co-operate with the school.
Hut when we remember last year when
several heads were broken and only
chance averted more serious accidents,
we wonder if it is worth the risk. There
are always such irresponsibles who cannot be curbed, and wno create friction
and bad feeling, if nothing worse. It
is time to take the dangerous toy away
from the children and keep them out of
mischief. Bates should outgrow its
present childish rivalries. There is
plenty to do without re-enacting medieval battle scenes in the turrets of John
Bertram, and the cloisters of Roger Bill.
Sincerely,
J. L. FULLER.

by VALERY BURATI

Catherine Nichols, '30
A. The rule's O. K. as it is.
B. Girls should be allowed to dance
at college affairs off campus, such as
class banquets, Glee Club trips, etc. At
present, the male members of the Glee
Club may dance after the concert and
the co-ed's can't, thus making an awkward situation.
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W. A. A. NEWS
The tennis courts are as popular as
ever. The class tournaments are in
full swing and places at the top of the
ladder are at a premium in all four
classes. The three players at the top
of each ladder will represent their
class in the interclass tournaments and
so these places are quite popular for
ambitious players
The track trials for individual points
are being run off these next two weeks
in class periods. They serve as a preliminary to the interclass meet which
takes place on Memorial Day and also
give contestants a chance to earn their
points for W. A. A.
In fact, all activities are preparing
for this momentous date. Soccer teams
are being picked now, and soon the
games will be played between the
classes, culminating in the Garnet and
Black contest on Memorial Day.
Archers will begin to register their
scores in preparation for the final rounds
on the same date. The girl's field
promises to be a very busy place for
the rest of the athletic season. Look
out for stray javelins, arrows, tennis
balls, etc. till then!
House party plans are going ahead
busily in anticipation of the W. A. A.
week-end at Canton. The committees
are working hard to make it a week-end
to be remembered. Marion Irish has
promised good eats and even gave us a
chance to vote on our preference,
chicken or steak. (Chicken won hands
down.) Dot Parker is planning some
good entertainment but refuses to
divulge her plans, while Audrey Waterman is concentrating her efforts on obtaining transportation which will
deposit the two W. A. A. boards safely
on the shores of Lake (I won't attempt
to spell the name) on Friday afternoon,
May 23.
The first golf class has graduated to
Martindale, and Professor Walmsley is
busy initiating a new band of tyros into
that most interesting and intricate
game. They expect to be able to make
their debut at the links in about a week.

MISS INGLE GETS
SECOND PRIZE IN
ORATORY CONTEST

off the tee it'sT) I STANCE /

Miss Rivera Ingle. '32, of East
Orange, New Jersey won second prize
in the finals of the State Oratorical
Contest fostered by the Intercollegiate
Peace Association, on May 9th, at the
University of Maine.
The first prize winner was Winslow
L. Jones, of Portland, a senior at Maine,
and the winner of third prize was Norman D. Potter, of Colby College.
Each speaker presented some phase
of the problem of international peace,
and urged measures for correction.
Miss Ingle, in placing second among the
competitors, gave a creditable performance and is to be congratulated.
She is a member of the varsity debating team at Bates, and has taken part
in several intercollegiate debates this
year. As a graduate of East Orange
High School, she attended Ohio Wesleyan for one year, transferring to
Bates at the beginning of the 19291930 college year.

CLASS DAY
(Continued from Page 1)
have consumed much of his time. Last
fall he was captain of the victorious
cross country team. In his sophomore:
year he was president of his class. The
experience which he obtained as toastmaster last Ivy Day will serve him in
good stead when he acts in this capacity
in the Class Day exercises.
Samuel Gould of Ansonia, Conn., will
give the "Oration". Gould is a mem-

■'■'■■"'

"•>.

PIPE ORATOR

.. in a cigarette it's

Y. W. C. A. Cabinets
Hold Annual Houseparty at Canton

PROMISES FILL no sack"... it is not words,
but tasie, that makes you enjoy a cigarette.
But you're entitled to all the fragrance and

Last Friday afternoon the old and
new Y. W. C." A. Cabinets left for Canton where '1-?ir annual house party was
held over the week-end. Mrs. G. M.
Chase and Mrs. Ives, a minister of
Portland, were guests. The committee
in charge included Chick Hatch, chnirman; Muriel Beckman, and Lillian Hill.
Friday night a rather elaborate
treasure hunt was held, followed by a
May parade. Saturday morning there
JOHN MANNING
was an informal discussion led by Mrs.
Ives. In the afternoon the girls ener of the Debating. Spofford, 4-A and
joyed boating ami swimming and some 'hil-Hellenic groups. He was judged
of the more ambitious even went moun- 'list speaker in the sophomore prize detain climbing. A group of tired but bute. He is majoring in English, doing
happy girls returned to campus Sunday lionor work in that department. He will
afternoon, ready to lead the Y work for
play the lead of "yrestes" in the Comthe coming year.
niPiicement play. "Tphigenia of Tauris.''
The Speakers
Prayer, Livingston I.omas. Lowell, Mass.
Oration,
Samuel Gould, Ansonia, Conn,
tdreaa to Fathers and Mothers,
Rangnnr Lind, Auburn. Mass
Pipe Oration.
John Manning, Auburn
An item of interest to Bates students Last Will and Testament.
Gladys Young. Augusta
is the marriage in Brookline, MassSaturday, of Erwin D. Canham, of Au- Class History, Emma Meservey, Lewiston
burn, Bates '25, and Miss Thelma Whit- Address to Halls and Campus,
Mildred Beckman. Laconia, N. H.
man Hart, of Boston.
As a student at Bates, Canham was Toastmaster, Charles Cashing, I'ittsfield
active in practically all lines of en- Class Marshal,
Carl Whittier, Lisbon Falls
deavor. He was a star member of the
debating squad, and was one of a team
ORATOR
from Bates that travelled to England
and Scotland on a debating tour. He
was connected with the 4A Players, the
Spofford Club, the Outing Club, and
served as editor-in-chief of The Student
during his senior year.
Active in Journalism
Following his graduation, he entered
the editorial department of the Christian
Science Monitor, but left soon afterward, to accept his selection ns Rhodes
Scholar from Maine. He spent three
years at Oxford University, and returned to the Monitor in 1929. He has
represented the Boston publication at
the League of Nations conferences at
Geneva in 1926. 1927. and 1928.
In January of this year he was sent
by the Monitor as correspondent to the
Xaval Conference in London, from which
he has recently returned.

Canham-Hart Marriage
Took Place Saturday

flavor that fine tobaccos can give; don't be
content with less. You can expect better taste,
richer aroma, from Chesterfields — because in
making them, we put taste first —

" TA S T E above everytking n

Juniors of Stanton
Bird Club Observe
Arbor Day at Bates

FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

) •.•'"

LIGGETT

&

MYCTS TOBACCO CO.

FRESHMEN AT CHENEY HOUSE
HAVE PARTY AT THORNCRAG
The Freshman Co-eds from Cheney
House, their guests from John Bertram
and Parker Hall, the faculty guests,
Professor and Mrs. Mezzotero, and Professor and Mrs. Buschmann enjoyed a
cabin party at Thorncrag, on Friday
from 4.30 to 10 o'clock.
The evening was spent in dining and
dancing. The bill-of-fare consisting of
sandwiches, apple pie, cheese and coffee
was prepared and served by the hostesses. Music for the occasion was furnished by one of the Cheney House portable victrolas.

COSMOS ELECTIONS
The results of the Cosmos Club
elections are as follows:
President,
Julian Dodge, '31
Vicc-I'resident,
Fred Hayes, '31
Secretary,
Esther Jackson. '32
Treasurer,
Irvill King, '32
The members of Cosmos Club will
hold an outing at Thorncrag Friday
evening. There will be the installation
of officers and the initiation of new
members. Prof. Anders Myhrman will
chaperon. The committee in charge is
Elden Dustin, Margaret Lancaster.

DEMAREST AWARDED
SCHOLARSHIP
Charles Demarest '32, has been
awarded a scholarship by the Institute
of International Education for a year's
study in France. This corresponds to
his Junior year; he returns the following year to Bates to complete his college
course. While in France he will study
for three months at "the University of
Nancy and eight months at the Sorbonne in Paris. He sails July 18 and
is to return the following July.

Bates 1904

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

For GOOD CLOTHES and
FURNISHINGS

DISTINCTIVE
, PHCJTOGF^APHY
Coiicoe Students

HARRY

The Strand Taxi Co.
INSURED — BONDED CARS
Pierce Arrows
Exclusively

24
Hour
Servic e

3200

Local
Rates
25c

J. HARTLEY

GEO. V. TURGEON & CO
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches
DIA.MONDI
80 LISBON STREET

TTATCHHS
LEWISTON, MAINE

L PLUMMER,

PAofo and<rfrt Studio

ELM

STREET

Two Best Places To Eat—at

BILL WHITE'S
and Home

The elections for officers of the
Athletic Association, held at the student assembly in chapel last Thursday
Steaks, Chops and Home Made Pies
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
morning resulted in the following being
All Sport Newt by Radio While ¥ou Bat
chosen to office:
Special discount given to college studenti
Bates Street
Lewiston, Maine
President, Russell Chapman, '31;
vice-president, Raymond McCluskey,
'32; secretary, Clinton Dill, '32.
Student members: Russell Chapman,
'32; Samuel Kenison, '31; Norris MarsSELL
ton, '31; Clinton Dill, '32; Raymond
McCluskey, '32.
GOOD
CLOTHES
Alumni members: Dr. W. W. Bolster;
Dr. E. V. Call; Major James H. Car140 LISBON STREET
LEWISTON
roll; Coach C. Ray Thompson.

WHEELER CLOTHING CO.

PROMPT AND COURTEOUS CONVEYANCE

215 Main Street, Lewiston

GEORGE. A. ROSS
SAMUEL GOULD

MILD ... and yet
THEY SATISFY

he sterile

Sat; it With Ice Cream

The Bates College campus was the
scene early Friday morning of the
Arbor Day exercises of the Juniors of
the Stanton Bird Club. The ceremonies
of the enthusiastic youngsters from the
local schools had the added blessing of
one of May's most beautiful days.
The children, under the direction of
Mrs. E. H. Higgins, began their program
in front of the Bates Chapel, near the
Stanton Elm, with the recitation of
poems. The Bird Club, incidentally,
has special affiliation with Bates, because of the fact that it is named in
the memory of Uncle Johnny Stanton,
beloved naturalist and professor of the
Bates faculty of a generation ago.

TASTE/

CRONIN C& ROOT

Merrill & Webber Co.
PRINTERS AND
BOOKBINDERS
Blank
Books,
Ruled

Blanks

Loose
Leaf
Work
to order

All kinds of BOOK and JOB PRINTING executed
in a naat, prompt and tatty manner

95 TO 99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE
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E. E. CUSHMAN
Editor

Sports to the left of us, sports to the
right of us . . . right now we are in
the midst of the busiest athletic season
in the year. Every tennis court on campus is in continual use, and it is absolutely unsafe for any unassuming individual in civilian's clothes to approach
Garcelon Field, where baseballs, hammers, shots, javelins, and even footballs
are soaring around aimlessly. Coach
Thompson even has his starter's gun
working with reasonable consistency, so
there is an added hazard that was lacking indoors this winter.
Yet, despite all of the activity at
home, our mind continually reverts to
Whittier Field, Brunswick, where the
State meet will be held Saturday, and
we are dreadfully afraid that despite
the insistence of distinguished professors to the contrary it will stay there
until the writer rescues it as he leaves
the field himself for the necessary bumming trip back to Lewiston just before
dark on the 17th.
The readers of this column (such optimism must be rewarded) who are anxious to enjoy a few of George Ross's
ice-creams (I'll take maple, please) at
the other fellow's expense, should read
tho following carefully. It represents
tho consensus of opinion among several
members of our staff, and though we
can see several possible upsets, nothing
can alter our opinion as to the order of
finish among the colleges. Here's the
dope we promised you last week—the
men named in the order they should
finish:
100-yd. dash—Knox, B.; Stymiest, M.;
Foster, Bowdoin.
220-yd. dash—Stymiest, M; Foster, Bowdoin ; Knox, B.
120-yd. H. hurdles — Stanwood. Bowdoin; Jenkins, Bowdoin; Fisher. B.
220-yd. L. hurdles—Lufkin. M.; Fisher,
B.; McLaughlin, Bowdoin.
.,» '
440-yd. run—Chapman, B.; Fosi"* B .
Thiselwaite, Bowdoin.
• "**
*
*
880-yd. run—Lind, B.:.-"_
B .
,;ha man
B
Cole, B.
.„...•
P
>
>
1 mile—Vile^B, ;- L.ndsay M . HayM>
'-"mile—Richardson, M.; Whitten, B.;
Gunning, M.
H. jump—O'Connor, M.; Burnham, M.;
Cuozzo, M.
B. jump—Knowlton, B.; O'Connor, If.;
Knox, B.
Shot put—Webber, M.; Gowell, M.;
Gorham, B.
Hammer — Galbraith. Bowdoin; Chapman, Bowdoin: Lunt, C.
Discus-—Gowell. M.; Curtis, M.; Houle,
B.
P. vault—Dill. B.: Appleton, Bowdoin;
Burnham, M.
.Tavelin — Ashworth, M.; Jenson, M.;
Truworgy, C.
This gives Maine a total of 59 points
to 46 for Bates and 28 for Bowdoin.
Colby is only figured for two third
places. More optimistic, dopesters can
see the Garnet losing to Jenkin's men
by only two or three points, and others,
which seems quite natural, are willing
to concede Colby at least 10 points.
Most Bates fans are putting Whitten
ahead of Richardson in the two miles,
which looks like a good bet. Only Norm
hasn 't been running as long or consistently as the Orono senior, and in our
conservatism we favor the tried and experienced warhorse. A win for Bates
isn 't out of the question. A couple of
wins in the hurdles, a victory in the two
miles. Knox copping both dashes—
breaks like these can easily help the collego write a few more pages in its book
on "How to Win Championships."
Oh Deah! Bates invades Harvard today. But it may not be so bad at that.
That infield is improving every day.
Berry is hitting, so is Rhuland and
Casey, and Flinn. Heddericg has
steadied down into a dependable second
baseman. Chick Anderson, who will
probably work on the mound, has a world
of stuff", and with a little luck may prevent the two Tichnors and their buddies
from materially fattening their batting
averages. That Crimson outfit isn't so
good. They've beaten Bowdoin and one
or two other setups, but on the whole
have been taking some severe larrupings.
Conch Morey may not have been so
far from the truth when he ventured a
prophecy from the bench lust week, in
which he stated that before the season
was over all the other teams in the State
would be talking like this: "Bates has
got the lousiest, toughest-looking, dumbest team in Maine, but we just can't
beat it I"
Coach Tufts and Captain Jacobs have
a great squad of racqueteers to work
with this year. With so many skilled
players, it has been possible to have
freshmen on the court at all times.
Captain Jacobs is the only man that has
to work in both the singles and the
doubles. Karkos, Kenneth Wood, and
Franklin Wood from the freshman class
have been of invaluable help thus far.
whilo McAllister is probably the most
improved player to come up from last
year's squad.

•:~

HARRY ROWE MAKES EXTENDED
TRIP VISITING ALUMNI GROUPS

SPORTS
Bates Tennis Team
Defeats Colby 4-2
In Opening Match
The tennis season for the Bates team
opened Friday afternoon when the invading Colby contingent was beaten by
a score of 4-2 on the Garcelon Field
courts. Bates won three singles and
lost the fourth singles, while the two
doubles matches were divided, Colby
winning one and Bates the other. It is
a little early to predict, but the prospects of the team look good.
A new idea is being used this year.
Tn previous years the team has been
composed of four players, all four playing singles, and then teaming up for
the doubles. Friday there were seven
players on the team, Jacobs being the
only man to play both singles and
doubles.
>
Summary:
Jacohs, Bates, defeated Allen, Colby,
6-3, 6-4.
Richardson, Bates, defeated Pagan,
Colby, 6-2, 7-5.
F. Wood, Bates, defeated Johnson,
Colby, 6-3, 6-3.
Tyson.
Colby,
defeated Greenleaf,
Bates, 6-1, 6-4.
(Doubles.)
Johnson and Allen defeated Jacobs
and I.omas. 6-2, 5-7, 6-1.
MaeAUister and Karkos defeated
Pagan and Tyson, 1-6, 6-4, 6-2.

Garnet Ball Club
Beaten by Maine
For Second Time
Bates Pitchers Are Weak
And Polar Bears Get
16 Hits—Win 11-3
The Garnet ball club suffered its
second defeat at the hands of Maine
Saturday, losing 11 to 3 on Garcelon
Field. The game started off with
Maine scoring three runs and Bates two
in the first inning, the former pushing
its men across the platter after two
were down. Bornstein's walk and hits
by Berry and Cascadden gave the Garnet men their scores.
The second inning was scoreless, and
it looked as though the game might
develop into a close struggle. Both
teams added another in the third, Cascadden scoring for Bates on his second
hit. After this, Coach Brice's men
found Marston 's offerings to their liking, and started a merry parade of the
bases. Wells put them in the lead by
a homer with two on, and they added
a couple of others in both the sixth and
the eighth.
Flashy Play by Cascadden
Berry pulled a snappy double play
unassisted in the sixth, and also got two
of the Bobcat's seven binglcs, but the
honors for the day go to Cascadden
who raced nearly to the fence for
Hinck's homer, finally pulling it down
over his shoulder.
Marston was hit freely, as was Chick
who followed him, although Ben did
put out the first four men to face him
on four pitched balls. Anderson finished
after Chick gave way to Murphy as a
pinch-hitter and looked impressive. In
the ninth the Orono pitcher struck out
Murphy. Coulter, and Swett in a row,
all pinch batters.

STATE MEET
(Continued from Page 1)
record holder, may manage to come
through to a win in spite of the poor
showing lie has made so far this spring.
Soule of Bowdoin, who placed last year,
is still to be reckoned with.
Clinton Dill, last year's winner of the
pole vault, is picked to repeat. His slip
at New Hampshire is not discouraging,
when it is considered that in practice
he has made better heights this year
than ever before. Burnham of Maine,
and Williams of Bowdoin will probably
be the other strong contenders.
Weak in Weights
Bates' well-recognized weakness in
the weight events may cause their
defeat in the Meet. The closest figuring would seem to favor Bates to win
a third in the shot put with Gorham, and
Houle to take a second or third in the
discus. However, all of the other colleges will offer strong competition to
whoever win the events. At present it
seems that Webber of Maiue and
Sprague of Colby in the shot; Moulton
of Maine and Galbraith and Chapman
of Bowdoin in the hammer; Gowell and
Curtis of Maine in the discuss; and Ashworth and Jensen of Maine and Treworgy of Colby in the javelin, are most
likely to get the first and second places.
A total summary of the dope sheets
shows that the meet will be a close race
between Bates and Maine, with the
Bobcat down on all fours praying for
Bowdoin and Colby to take enough
points away from Maine in the weight
events to allow Bates to slip through
for a win.

URGES ADOPTION OF
LIVE BOBCAT AS
BATES MASCOT

White Mule Beats
Bates Outfit 9-5
Colby In Tie With Bowdoin
For Series' Lead After
Wednesday's Game
The White Mule's invasion of the
Bobcat's lair on Mav 7 resulted in a 9
to 5 victory for the visiting nine. This
win boosted Colby's average in the
State Series standing, placing her in
a tie for first with Bowdoin and leaving
Bates in the cellar.
Although Bates was on the losing end
she showed up to better advantage than
in any of the earlier games and outhit
the Mules 10 to 8, getting four three
baggers. Flynn excelled at wielding
the willow and got two three base hits
and a single in four trips to the plate,
making him heavy sticker for the day.
Four errors by Bornstein at shortstop proved costly to Bates, helping
Colby collect four unearned runs.
Heddericg Bros. Prominent
Donham, star freshman pitcher, hurled
the entire game and besides doing very
good work on the mound got two hits.
Otto Heddericg played his usual brand
of ball and had the satisfaction of putting out his brother Charlie, Captain
and catcher of the Colby team, besides
collecting a triple for himself.
The hitting of the Bates team showed
a decided improvement and for the
most part the fielding was good.
Coach Morey was on the field and ran
the team from the bench.

OUTING CLUB
Men's Hike Notice
If any men are interested in
taking a week-end camping trip
from May 29 to June 1"**3 £lther
Mt. Katahdin^ of^th^; whi^ Moun"Laiu!!' cliej are "Urged to see Maurice
Secor or Samuel Kenison before
May 17. The trip will be under the
supervision of the Outing Club.
Women's Hike Notice
The Outing Club usually sponsers
a hike for women each spring. This
year arrangements may be made
with Dorothy Stiles for a trip
which will take place from May 29
to June 1 if there are enough students interested.

PREP. SCHOOLS
TO MEET HERE
tiual preparatory school
Tho secOi.,1 annual
nn
Garce.:.
conference meet r.iil be iielu
Ion Field, tomorrow afternoon, with
teams from Bridgton, Hebron, Kent's
Hill, M. C. I., E. M. C. S.. Coburn, Higgins Classical and Fryeburg Academy
with over one hundred men entered.

Innings
Maine
Bates

123456789
30103202 0- -11
201000000- - 3

at our Luncheonette

Jordan's Drug Store

The Outing Club cabin on Sabattus Mt. has recently been fixed over
and is now in excellent condition for
anyone who wishes to use it for a
camping trip.
Arrangements may be made with
Benjamin Chick.

HOW ABOUT YOUR COLLEGE
EXPENSES FOR NEXT YEAR?
Write us immediately for a good
money-making proposition selling (1)
college and fraternity jewelry including class rings, (2) attractive high
grade individual stationery printed to
customer's orde.% (3) complete line of
felt and leather goods, and (4) all
styles of college belts carrying buckles with or without your college colors. In your letter, state which of
the above four interests you, and be
sure to give two references and your
summer address.

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
Main Street
THE
QUALITY

61

COLLEGE STREET

S

148 Oollom** Street
THREE MINUTES FROM THE CAMPUS

Tel. I8I7-W
Shoes Repaired, Rebuilt and Remodeled to look like new
Dealer in MOCCASINS and RUBBER FOOTWEAR

PEOPLES SHOE SHOP
33 SABATTUS

STREET

R. W. CLARK

Registered Druggist
Pure Drug* and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Alao,

APOLLO

Corner Bates and Main Street

CHOCOLATES
LEWISTON, MAINE

Indian Sales Agency
Williamsburg, Va.

"A Complete Banking Service"

Compliments of

New Method Dye Works
CLEANING

AMD

Lewiston Trust Company

PRESSING

LEWISTON, MAINE

TEL. 3620

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
SABATTUS ST.
We Specialize in

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES

Shaw-Kittredge, Inc.
SPORTING

on the Corner

Upholstery — Draperies
Window Shades
/. K. CAMPBELL

SABATTUS CABIN RENOVATED

7

HOT TOASTED SANDWICHES

COMBINED PROGRAM

..■

Collect few Hits
The Bobcats had several men left on
bases, Flynn failing to deliver twice with
two on, and later, with the bases choked,
Luce failed to come through. Rhuland
led the Garnet attack with a double and
a triple, but as a whole Bates collected
only seven hits to sixteen for Maine.

at Chase Hall, this thought has insistently forced itself on my mind—why
not have a real live bobcat fresh from
the wilds of Aroostook county to spit
and scratch defiance from a cage at our
competitors next fallf"
On May 1st Harry Rowe left on a
With a mascot like that our football
week's journey down the Atlantic sea- team should be inspired on to claw their
board, during which he attended the
way over the spavined mule and mothmeeting of the seventeenth annual con- eaten Hoars of Maine to another State
ference of the American Alumni Asso- championship.
ciation at Amherst College during the
What say, men ? Let's have a real
Brat three days. There, as the repre- livo spitting Bates bobcat as mascot to
sentative of the '' little Yankee college add even more color to the gridiron next
up in Maine", he pursued the glowing
fall!
spirit of the modern alumni through
stimulating lectures, business sessions,
conference sessions, and, last but not
(Continued from Page 1)
least, through dancing and bridge
parties.
After rising from the sumptuous for- Again he commands them to drink again.
mal dinners at Lord .Teffery's Inn he Herr Grohman lunges for the old man,
confessed he sincerely believed the col- and in the scuffle, Sir Edward is killed.
Tho butler, played by Orimer Bugbee,
leges were the alumni's, and most cer'32, and Poiccant, and Carson carry the
tainly the fullness thereof.
Mrs. Calvin Coolidge was the guest of body to the bedroom, leaving Smith and
Grohman alone. Grohman is elated.
honor at this illustrious conference.
President of the American Alumni Smith is quiet, and looks knowingly at
Cotmei] .Tohn D. McKee of Wooster Col- his companion. He drinks to show that
ho had no fear of the glass Sir Edward
lege, presided over the conference.
He took the train south to New York, placed before him.
Then Grohman drinks to the death he
being conveyed to Northampton station
by special automobile service. The Sun- feels that he has escaped. But he drinks
'biv afternoon after his arrival the Bates from Sir Edward's glass. He suddenly
Alumni Association of New York in- convulses, and dies in great agony, as
vited him to the Hotel Pennsylvania for Smith calmly lights a cigarette, and
a tea and a talk. For a half hour those says, "Well done, Sir Edward; well
old grnds had the unique and gratify- done." Then it is revealed that Sir
ing pleasure of hearing Harry wax elo- Edward, realizing that the guilty man
quent upon the inspirational topic of would wish to exchange glasses with him,
1
' Present Educational Enterprises Now has placed the poisoned wine in his own
cup.
Going On About the Bates Campus.''
Coming northward again with spring
Cincinnati,
O— (IP)—St.
Mary's
he spent one of his famous half-days
in New Haven, looking up the goodly Seminary here has been given a sum
of
money
by
Pope
Pius
personally,
the
number of recent Bates alumni now doamount being sufficient to pay the ening graduate work at Yale.
To use Harry's own words: "On tire expenses of one student through
this trip I sweat copiously, drank wa- the entire course and then allow him
ter avidly—to sweat more copiously— to continue his studies in Rome.
and finally with relief turned my fevered brow back to the soft sward and
cool shady trees of Bates College
campus.''
A Real Live Bobcat
One secret he did let out to the Student-,reporter: "As I have been gazing
57lA Sabattus Street
at tli* somnalent mien of those two
Tel.
3172
LEWISTON
atrociously stuffed bobcats that we have
about campus—one reclining placidly
•A**********************
like any fireside tubby over in the gym.
the other standing dejectedly on a shelf
*

Agents for Wright & Ditson

65 Lisbon St.,

Compliments of

Lewiston, Maine

J. W. White Co.

ALWAYS WELCOME

James P. Murphy Co.
6 to 10 Bate. St, LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

Telephone 177

THE COLLEGE STORE

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

GOODS

GOOGIN FUEL COMPANY
COAL AND WOOD
1801

PHONES

114 Bates Street
Lewiston

1800

67 Elm Street
Auburn

TeL 29-W

Judkins Laundry, Inc.
George W. Tufts, Manager
RICHARDSON & LOMAS, Agents
4 West Parker Hall
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I Go Grade A
I* tourist third
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* cabin . . .
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* LEVIATHAN
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This season, brand new Tourist
Third Cabin on the LEVIATH AN,
World's Largest Ship...the entire
second cabin assigned to "Tourist
Third'1... all its beautiful public
rooms and staterooms... its elegant, open upper deck social hall
which gives you a full sweep of
the sea... its charming cloistered
smoking hall... its vast open and
enclosed decks for play and promenades ... luxuries and spaciousness exceeding former standards
for this class. Second Class, as a
class, abolished ... new Tourist
Third Cabin rated "Grade A" and
the LEVIATHAN the only liner
to offer this peerless rating! Make
haste in booking this new, luxurious way on the mightiest five day
flyertoCherbourgand Southampton. Rates low.
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*
*
*
*
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*
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*
*
*
*
*
Excellent Tourist Third Cabin
*
Accommodation* also on United
*
Stairs tUtbin Linen . . . for as
*
little, as $10.25 a day!
*
*
OFFICIAL FLEET OF 103 COLLEGE
*
*
ALUMNI ORGANIZATIONS FOR
*
EUROPEAN TRAVEL
*
*
*
Consult your local steamship agent or *
*
*
*
*
*
*
•
* Wm. A. Mclftaac, General Agent, *
* 75 State Street, Boaton, Mas*. *
*
*******************-*****

UNITED STATES
LINES

Wave you chosen
your life work?
Ijt THE field of health service the Harvard University Denial School—the oldest denial school connected with any
university in the United States— offers
thorough well-balanced courses in all
branches of dentistry. All modem equipment for practical work under supervision of men high in the profession.
Write lor details and admission requirements to Leroy M. S. Miner. Dean
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
Dept. M.LonfwoodATe.,Boston,Max.

